Abstract. As networked informatio proliferates, museums are finding that their role as the sole interpreter of their collections is being challenged. Rather than responding defesively, museums need to work together to improve access to their collections, and to differentiate their sites from the private museums created by enthusiasts. Cross-linking at all levels will enable the creation of a trusted cultural heritage web, that enables users to follow themes and associations, free of the boundaries of historical collecting patterns. In this way, museums can offer a unique interpretation of authentic material culture to a generation comfortable in an immaterial world.
Introduction
It resonates with a generation, that famous advertising campaign for Coca Cola ending with the tag line, that provides the title for this paper: "It's the Real Thing". This is a phrase that has come to be a part of contemporary culture, giving titles to Dorris Lessing and Tom Stoppard 1 among others. Its assertion of reality over appearance has given me pause as I looked at the question of museums and authenticity. Coke's "Real Thing" campaign sits in opposition to the challenge of "The Pepsi Generation" -an exercise in positioning a new product as an alternative to an established and institutionalized nineteenth century beverage. It seems that the cultural heritage communities' current concerns with "authenticity" and "quality" arise from a similar challenge: museums are deluged with an onslaught of interpretations of culture from an incredible number of sources, and forced into an awareness that they are no longer the sole interpreters of their collections. At the same time as cultural heritage institutions are being challenged to incorporate other voices and other experiences into their interpretations of history and culture, and have begun to rethink traditional interpretive strategies to be more inclusive.
This crisis is coming to a head in a new digital landscape, where the traditional roles of author, editor, publisher, distributor and consumer of information have dramatically altered. When authors are creators and anyone can be a publisher, what is the place and role of cultural heritage institutions? Where and how can they find their niche, as relevant players in the digital world?
Architecture and Authenticity
In networked space, users are without the traditional visual and spatial vocabulary of communication. Museums find themselves unable to rely upon the semiotics of a century of museological symbols that have enabled them, in public buildings and spaces, to create the aura of authenticity and rarification cultivated to communicate the uniqueness of each of artifacts, and the seriousness of the educational experience. Rightly, museums have been criticized for this approach, and the redesign of museum spaces has become more open and welcoming.
2 But, no doubt partly because this tradition as exhibiting institutions has shaped museums' sense of the intellectual categorization of the objects that they for and interpret, many institutions have modeled their networked spaces on their physical spaces.
One example of this spatially dictated organization of information can be found in the web site of The Metropolitan Museum of Art (MMA), in New York <www.metmuseum.org>. Here, the "map" of the collections (See Figure 1) is drawn from the map of the museum that a visitor picks up from the information desk, after she's climbed the long stone staircase and walked between the fluted columns. While the opening page of the web site tries to communicate this experience, the picture of the happy, assembled throngs on the steps of the MMA that is found on their web site doesn't create the sense of anticipation and the feeling "something important" is about to happen, that comes from climbing those stairs, and the stairs inside that lead to the second floor painting galleries.
As compelling as it may be to rely on the physical nature of the museum to convey its weight and presence, such metaphors are often less than successful at communicating either content or context in the 640 × 480 pixel world. 3 The spatial
